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The aim of this paper is to show that there are exactly eight connected matroids 
N with the property that if M is a connected matroid having N as a minor and x is 
an element of M, then M has a minor isomorphic to N which contains x in its 
ground set. Q 1984 Academic PM, I~C. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper will be concerned with the problem of relating the existence of 
certain minors in a matroid to particular elements of the matroid. Most of 
the matroid theory terminology used here follows Welsh [8]. If x is an 
element of a matroid M, then we shall denote the deletion and contraction of 
x from A4 by wx and M/x, respectively; M is a single-element extension of 
M\x and is a lift of M/x. If X is a subset of the ground set E(M) of A4, then 
we say that M uses X. The rank and closure of X will be denoted by rk X 
and X, respectively, and M) X will denote the restriction of M to X. The 
uniform matroid of rank r on a set of n elements will be denoted U,,,. 
Let Y be a set of matroids. The matroid M’ is an Y-minor of M if M’ is 
a minor of A4 isomorphic to some member of 9. For k a positive integer, 
Seymour [7] has defined 9 to be k-rounded if every member of Y is 
(k + I)-connected [8, p. 791 and the following condition holds: 
(1.1) If M is a (k -f I)-connected matroid having an Y-minor and X 
is a subset of E(M) with at most k elements, then A4 has an Y-minor 
using X. 
Bixby [l] proved that {U,,,} is l-rounded. Seymour [5] developed a quick 
test to determine whether a particular set is l-rounded and used this to find 
several other l-rounded sets of matroids. In a second paper [6], he showed 
that {U,,,} is 2-rounded and conjectured that it is also 3-rounded; this 
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conjecture was disproved by Kahn [3]. A third paper of Seymour [7] found 
several other 2-rounded sets of matroids by using the following extension of 
his test for l-rounded sets. 
(1.2) THEOREM (Seymour [5,7]). Let k = 1 or 2 and 9 be a set of 
(k + l)-connected matroids each of which has at least 2k - 2 elements. Then 
9 is k-rounded if and only if the following condition holds: 
(1.3) If M is a (k + l)-connected matroid for which some single- 
element deletion or single-element contraction is an Y-minor and X is a 
subset of E(M) with at most k elements, then M has an Y-minor using X. 
The next two results, the main results of this paper, determine all singleton 
sets 9 which are l- or 2-rounded. Let Q4 be the cycle matroid of the graph 
obtained by adding an edge in parallel to one of the edges of a triangle. Let 
Q, be the matroid for which a Euclidean representation is shown in Fig. 1. 
(1.4) THEOREM. If N is a matroid, then {N} is l-rounded if and only if 
N is isomorphic to one of uo,,, ul,l, U1,2, u1.3, U2.,, U2,4, Q4, 01 Q6. 
(1.5) COROLLARY. {N} is 2-rounded if and only tf N is isomorphic to 
one of U1,zy b Q3, or U,,,. 
The proofs of these two results, which will be given in the next section, use 
Crapo’s theory of modular cuts [2]. If M is a matroid, a modular cut of M is 
a subset J of the set of flats of M satisfying the following two conditions: 
(1.6) If F, E.M and F, is a flat containing F, then F, EA. 
(1.7) If F, and F, are in -4 and 
(1.8) rkF,+rkF,=rk(FXUFP,)+rk(F,nF,) 
then F, n F, E A. 
An arbitrary pair (F3, F4) of flats satisfying (1.8) is called a modular pair. 
The intersection of two modular cuts is a modular cut. The modular cut 
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generated by a set {F,, F2,..., Fn} of flats is the intersection of all modular 
cuts containing {F,, F, ,..., F,}. Now suppose that 44, is a matroid for which 
M,\e = M and let A be the set of flats F of M for which the flat F U e of 
M, has the same rank as F. Then A is a modular cut. Moreover, every 
modular cut of M arises in this way from a single-element extension of M. 
Thus there is a one-to-one correspondence between the set of single-element 
extensions of M and the set of modular cuts of M. The single-element 
extension M, corresponding to the modular cut J will be said to be deter- 
mined by J and in general we shall denote the element of E(M,) -E(M) by 
e and say that e has been added to M to form M,. If u1y = {E(M)}, then we 
say that e is freely added to M or is free in M,. If M has rank r, then 
evidently e is freely added to M if and only if M, has rank r and every 
circuit of M, containing e has r + 1 elements. 
2. THE PROOFS 
It is routine to check using Theorem 1.2 that {N} is l-rounded if N is 
isomorphic to any of the matroids U,,, , U,, , , U,,, , U,,3, U,,, , UzV4, Q4, or 
Q,. The next seven lemmas combine to prove the converse of this. 
Throughout, N will denote a matroid for which {NJ is l-rounded. Since N is 
l-rounded if N is either of the two single-element matroids, we shall assume 
that IE(N)( > 2. Then, as N is connected, rk N > 1. 
(2.1) LEMMA. N has a free element. 
Proof: Let N’ be the matroid obtained by freely adding the element e to 
N. Then N’ is connected and has a minor isomorphic to N which uses e. 
Thus N’ has an elementf different from e such that N’\f 2N. As e is free in 
N’\f, it follows that N has a free element. 1 
(2.2) LEMMA. If M has rank at least one and M,\e = M, then e is free 
in M, if and only if e is in every dependentjlat of M,*. 
ProoJ: This follows from the fact that each of statements (ii)- in the 
following list is equivalent to its predecessor. 
(i) e is in every dependent flat of MT. 
(ii) e is in the closure of every circuit of MT. 
(iii) M: does not have a circuit D and a cocircuit C such that e E C 
and C n D is empty. 
(iv) M, does not have a cocircuit D and a circuit C such that e E C 
and Cn D is empty. 
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(v) Every circuit of M, containing e is spanning. 
(vi) e is free in M,. I 
As {NJ is l-rounded, so is {N*}. Thus, by Lemma 2.1, N* has a free 
element and so, by Lemma 2.2, N has an element that is in every dependent 
flat. 
(2.3) LEMMA. If N has rank one, then N is isomorphic to U,+, or U,,3. 
ProoJ Since N has rank 1 and is a connected matroid having at least 
two elements, N z Ul,k for some k > 2. Suppose that k > 4 and let N, be the 
matroid shown is Fig. 2. N, is connected and N,/e z U,,k. However, N, has 
no minor isomorphic to U,,, that uses e. m 
(2.4) LEMMA. If N has rank two, then N is isomorphic to U2,3, U2,4, or 
Q4. 
Proof: If rk N* = 1, then, as {N*} is l-rounded, the preceding lemma 
implies that N* z U,,, and so N g U,,,. We now assume that rk N* > 2. 
Consider first the case when N has no dependent rank-one flats. Then 
N z U,,, for some k. Suppose that k > 5 and let N, be the matroid shown in 
Fig. 3. Then N, is connected and N,/e z U2,k, yet N, has no minor 
isomorphic to U2,k that uses the element e. Thus if N has no dependent rank- 
one flats, then N z U,+, or U,,,. 
Now suppose that N has a dependent rank-one flat. Then it has exactly 
one such flat since it has an element that is in every dependent flat. 
Moreover, N has no rank-one flats with more than two elements for if N has 
such a flat having m elements where m > 2, then the matroid N, in Fig. 4 is 
a lift of N having no {N}-minor using e. 
Finally, if N has a rank-one flat having exactly two elements, then the 
matroid N4 in Fig. 5 is a lift of N but has no {N}-minor using e unless k = 4. 
In the exceptional case, N g Q4 and so the lemma is proved. 1 
N2 
&% ;e 
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FIGURE 3 
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FIGURE 4 
We may now assume that rk N > 3. In addition, p will denote an element 
of N that is in every dependent flat and q an element that is free in N. The 
following result on modular cuts will be frequently used in the rest of the 
proof of Theorem 1.4. 
(2.5) LEMMA. Let {x1,x2 ,..., x”} be a circuit in a matroid M and 
suppose that x, is in every dependent jlat of M. Then a jlat F of M is in the 
modular cut J generated by {x,, x2 } and {x3, x4,..., x, } if and only if F 
contains one of the two generating jlats. Moreover, the generatingjlats are 
disjoint. 
ProoJ Let F, = {x,, x2 } and F2 = {x3, x4,..., x, }. By definition, if the flat 
F contains F, or F,, then FE A. For the converse, we note that ~7 is 
formed by beginning with the collection jT of flats containing F, or F2. 
Then, if F, and F4 are chosen from ;T, we add F, n F4 to A if (F3, F4) is a 
modular pair. We shall show that ST = A by proving that if (I;, , FJ is a 
modular pair of flats in X, then F, n F4 is also in ST. This is certainly true 
if F, and F4 both contain F, or both contain F,. Therefore assume that F, 
contains F, but not F,, and F, contains F, but not I;,. 
Suppose that F4 is dependent. Then x, EF, and so 
Ix, 9 x2 ,-**, x,} - {x2} c I;,. But, {x1, x2 ,..., x, } is a circuit and F4 is a flat so 
x2 must also be in F4. Hence {xi, x2} c F4 and so F, G F,, a contradiction. 
We may now assume that F, is independent. Using this and the fact that 
(F3, FJ is a modular pair, we get that rk(F, U F4) - rk F, = IF,, -F, I, that 
is, every element of F4 -F, is a coloop of M 1 (F3 U F4), But F, does not 
contain {x3, x 4 ,..., xn}, so some member of this set is in F4 -F, and hence is 
a coloop of M 1 (F3 U F.,). This contradicts the fact that F, U F4 contains 
the circuit {x,, x2 ,..., x,}. Finally, we note that if F, and F, meet in M, their 
intersection must have rank one. But then (F,, F2) is a modular pair and A 
contains the rank-one flat F, n F,, a contradiction. 1 
3 4... k 
FIGURE 5 
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(2.6) LEMMA. N has no dependentjlats of rank one. Moreover, N has no 
dependent lines unless N is isomorphic to Q,. 
Before presenting the rather technical proof of this lemma, we use it to 
prove the next result, the final step in the proof of Theorem 1.4. 
(2.7) LEMMA. Suppose that N is not isomorphic to Q6. Then N has no 
circuits. 
Prooj Let {p, a a i, *,..., ak} be a circuit of N of minimum cardinality. 
Then, by Lemma 2.6, k > 3. Now add the element e to N to form the matroid 
N’ in which {p, a,, e} and {e, a,, a3 ,..., ak} are circuits having only the 
element e in common. Then deleting any element of N’ other than e leaves a 
circuit having fewer than k + 1 elements, a contradiction. I 
Proof of Lemma 2.6. Let P and L be rank-one and rank-two flats of N 
having the greatest number of elements. We may assume that p is in both P 
and L. For, in each case, if the given flat is dependent, p is certainly in it; 
otherwise the flat may be chosen to contain p. Let { p, a, } be a basis for L 
and extend this to a basis {p,a,,a,,...,a,-,} for Njq. Then 
{P,~,,Q,,...,Q,-,, q} is a circuit of N. 
Now add the element e to N to form N’ by letting J be the modular cut 
generated by @, a, } and {a,, a3 ,..., a,-,, q}. Since {N} is l-rounded, N’ has 
an element f different from e such that N’\f zc N. Evidently f E L as 
otherwise N’\f has a line having more elements than L, contrary to 
the choice of L. But {e,p,a,}n {e,a,,a, ,..., arpl,q} = {e), so f @ 
{e, a2, a3,..., a,-,, q }. ‘Thus, as N’\f has an element g which is in every 
dependent flat, g E {e, a2, a3 ,..., a,- 1, q }. If P is dependent in N, then, as 
Pn {e,a,,a,,...,a,-,, q } is empty, f E P. But then N’\f has no rank-one 
flat with IPI elements; a contradiction. It follows that P is independent and 
therefore that N has no dependent rank-one flats. 
FIGURE 6 
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To complete the proof of the second part of the lemma, we now suppose 
that .L is dependent in N. Then gE L we. Since g is also in 
{e, a2,a3 ,..., a,-,, q} = {e, a,, a3 ,..., a,+,, q}, it follows that g = e. By 
Lemma 2.5, J consists of those flats of N containing {p, a, } or 
1 a,, a3,..., a,-, , q }. Hence e is in a unique dependent line of N’ unless r = 3. 
Consider the case when r = 3. From Lemma 2.5, L U e and { a2, q, e} are 
the only dependent lines on N’ containing e. Therefore, as f E L and L is 
dependent in N, (L - {f j) U {e) and {a,, q, e) are the only dependent lines 
of N’\f containing e. Under the isomorphism from N’\f to N, the element e 
is mapped to p. Thus N has exactly two dependent lines both of which 
contain p and one of which has exactly three elements. Hence N has as a 
restriction the matroid shown in Fig. 6 where all the other elements of N are 
freely added to this matroid. If t > 2, then add e, to N as shown in Fig. 7. 
Since it is not possible to delete an element other than e, from this matroid 
to leave only two dependent lines, this cannot occur. Hence t = 2 and so 
either N has exactly 6 elements or N has at least one free element q’ different 
from q. In the former case, N z Q,. In the latter case, we add e, as shown in 
Fig. 8 and note again that we cannot delete an element other than e, to give 
FIGURE 8 
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a matroid with only two dependent lines. This completes the proof of the 
lemma in the case that r = 3. 
We shall now assume that r > 3. Since e is mapped to p under the 
isomorphism from N’\f to N, L is the unique dependent line of N and N has 
a hyperplane H which is also a circuit and which meets L in {p}. Moreover, 
every dependent flat of N contains L or H. 
Let H= {p,b,, b, ,..., b,-,} and add e, to N to form N, by taking -R, to be 
the modular cut of N generated by {p, b, } and {b2, b3,..., b,- 1 }. Takef, to be 
an element of E(N,) - {e,} for which N,\f, EN. Now, in N,, each of 
{p,b,,e,}, L and {bz,bs,...,Ll, e,} is a dependent flat. Since N,\f, has 
only one dependent line, fi E (L U {p, b,, e,}) - {e,}. Thus N,\f, has 
{bz, bj,..., &-I, e,} as both a circuit and a flat. This can only occur if r = 4 
and {b2, b,, e,} is mapped to L under the isomorphism from N,\f, to N. 
Thus N has rank 4 and JLJ = 3. 
The only dependent planes of N apart from H contain L. If N has a plane 
containing the matroid shown in Fig. 9, then we add e2 to N to form N, by 
taking A2 to be the modular cut generated by {p, z1 } and {z2, z3}. Since we 
cannot delete an element other than e2 from N, to give a matroid with 
exactly one 3-point line, a plane of this type cannot exist in N. We conclude 
that all the elements of E(&) - (L U H) are free in N. We know that q is one 
such element. If there is a second such element q’, then add e3 to N to form 
N, by letting A3 be the modular cut generated by {p, b, } and {b,, q, q’ }. 
Now N, has an element f, different from e3 such that N,\f, g N. As N3\f3 
has a single 3-point line, f3 E (L U {p, es, b,}) - {e3}. But NJ\& has no 5 
U, ‘ 
u1 qm 
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point planes, hence f3 is also in {p, b,, b,, b,, e,} - {e3}. Therefore f3 is p or 
b,, but in both cases N3\f3 has two 4-point planes which are also circuits, a 
contradiction. It follows that N and hence N* are as shown in Fig. 10(a) and 
(b). But, since N* has rank three and we have already proved the lemma in 
this case, N* g Q6. This contradiction completes the proof of Lemma 2.6 
and thereby finishes the proof of Theorem 1.4. I 
The next lemma contains the core of the proof of Corollary 1.5. 
(2.8) LEMMA. Let 9 be a 2-rounded set of matroids. Then 9 is l- 
rounded. 
ProoJ Let M, be a connected matroid for which one of M,\e and M,/e 
is isomorphic to a member A4 of 9. By duality, we may assume the former 
without loss of generality. If M, is 3-connected, then as 9 is 2-rounded, for 
any element x of M,, there is an Y-minor of M, using x. If M, is not 3- 
connected, then e is parallel to an element f of M (see, e.g., [4, Lemma 2.11). 
Hence M,\f z M g M,\e and again, for any element x of M,, there is an 
Y-minor of M, using x. The lemma now follows immediately from 
Theorem 1.2. 1 
Proof of Corollary 1.5. By the preceding lemma, we need only check the 
list of singleton l-rounded sets of matroids to see which are 2-rounded. 
Evidently neither of the single-element matroids is 2-rounded. Moreover, Q4 
is not 3-connected and hence {Q4} is not 2-rounded. It is easy to find a 
single-element extension of Q6 to show that {Q,} is not 2-rounded. The 
remaining singleton l-rounded sets are all 2-rounded. This follows in the 
cases of (U,,,} and {U,,,} because every two elements in a 3-connected 
matroid M are in a circuit which, if [E(M)] > 4, has at least three elements. 
By duality, we obtain that {r/,,3} is 2-rounded. Finally, as noted in the 
introduction, it was proved by Seymour [6] that {U,,,} is 2-rounded. I 
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